HERE Technologies Location Services Application

Enterprise-grade location intelligence available for deployment on your platform through RedHat OpenShift.

“Developers and architects looking to build new applications in, and for the cloud, or migrate existing applications to a cloud-based infrastructure, partner with Red Hat to develop and deliver more supportable solutions sooner. Red Hat certification assures a supportable platform for all types of customer deployment models. Red Hat is thrilled to work with software partners like HERE Technologies resulting in the world’s largest open, and commercially supportable application ecosystem.”

Mike Werner, Sr. Director, Global Technology Partners, Red Hat.

Executive Summary
HERE Location Services make it easy for developers to bring enterprise-grade location intelligence to any applications on your platform to power a number of use cases like Fleet Utilization, Supply Chain Optimization, Urban Mobility, etc. These services open new location intelligence opportunities in diverse industries like the Internet of Things, Automotive, Insurance, Advertising, Mobile Payments, Public Sector, Smart Cities, Telecom, Utilities, and Transportation and Logistics.

Product Profile
HERE Location Services include: Geocoder, Search, Maps, Navigation, Routing, Fleet Telematics, Positioning and more which solve a range of problems like map visualization, navigation, routing, geocoding, time zone lookups, geofencing, custom locations, routing, route matching GPS traces, geospatial, sequencing multiple waypoints, truck routing, positioning, etc.

Product Benefits
- Enterprise-grade location intelligence
- Global map and location data with 200 countries
- GDPR Compliant to ensure your data is kept private
About Red Hat
Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of enterprise open source software solutions, using a community-powered approach to deliver reliable and high-performing Linux, hybrid cloud, container, and Kubernetes technologies.

Red Hat helps customers integrate new and existing IT applications, develop cloud-native applications, standardize on our industry-leading operating system, and automate, secure, and manage complex environments. Award-winning support, training, and consulting services make Red Hat a trusted adviser to the Fortune 500. As a strategic partner to cloud providers, system integrators, application vendors, customers, and open source communities, Red Hat can help organizations prepare for the digital future.

Use Cases

- Fleet Utilization and Tracking
- Supply Chain Optimization
- Urban Mobility
- Marketing Optimization

HERE Technologies moves the world forward with location technology, enabling people and goods to live, move and interact in new and better ways. Whether you’re optimizing a fleet of trucks, developing the next killer app, working on autonomous car features, or simply commuting to work – location technology makes it all possible. HERE Technologies provides an enterprise-grade SLA-backed location suite consisting of maps & location data.

Learn More
Company: HERE Technologies
Contact: sarath.menon@here.com
Website: www.developer.here.com

HERE Maps and Location Services is a Red Hat certified container and is available for customer download from the Red Hat certified container registry.

https://access.redhat.com/containers/#/vendor/heremaps